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Domestic Mapping

Observations
Interviews
Online Research

Estimation and Derivation of Design Problem
It is an observed phenomenon and also a personal experience.
My grandmother is living with us nearly for 7 years but before it,
we were always visiting her, and also my other grandmother
was used to live same building on one floor below us. Other
than my family, in my city there are many elderly people, this is
probably related to our culture of living together or close with
older parents.
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Problem
Mapping

Problem
Definition

Effects on Society
It could support and provide a better living and healthy ageing
for elderly people. Furthermore, since it supports health care it will
have a positive effect beginning from the elderly people, their
families, and caregivers, even to the government.

Key facts from WHO
The pace of population ageing is much faster than in
the past.
All countries face major challenges to ensure that their
health and social systems are ready to make the most
of this demographic shift.

World’s Population +60 years
2015

%12

2050

%22

DATE

2020

The number of people aged 60 years and
older will outnumber children younger
than 5 years.

DATE

2050
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80% of older people will be living in low
and middle-income countries.

WHO
The period of losses including particular problems such as a decrease in adaptability to environmental factors, regression in the cognitive and physical level, leaving
the producer role, change of social status, decrease of interpersonal support, and
loss of health.
Decrease of the balancing potential of the internal and external factors of the organism.

Gerontologists
Four different periods: Biological, Chronological, Psychological, Sociological

//

Biological
Changes in the human body and
functions

Chronological
Changes related to age : human
body and functional

Psychological

Sociological

Changes in adaption capacity (sense,
learning, psychomotor skills, problem
solving skills, personality.)

Expected behaviors from a certain age
group and the given value from society

Intelleligence

Fluid intelligence ( Based on physiological structure
of the organism)
Cummilative intelligence ( Acquired from social
experiences)

Socioemotional Selectivity Theory
Argue that changes in life are originating from motivation.
Youth

Notion oriented goals

Elderly

Perlmutter & Hall (1992)
Three types ageing: Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary
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Emotion oriented goals

Social role
& status

Environment
Technologic
developments

Lack of knowledge
about ageing periods

Abilities

Society

Ageing perception &
stereotypes

Changes

Doctor-Individual
Caregiver-Individual

Adaptation
External
Table

Bedroom

Isolation

Communication

Internal

Couch

Gathering & tracking
personal data

Motivation
Personal Space

Home

WHAT/WHY

Space

WHERE

Interactions

Elderly person

PROBLEM

WHO

Caregiver
Doctor

Belongings
Ageing and Healthcare
Pillow
Glasses

Stool

Health data

Daily routine

Safety

Life standart

Knitted vest
Primary Ageing

Tracking

Autonomy

WHEN

HOW

Secondary Ageing

Inclusion
Informing

Supporting with
Patience

Compassion

Gains

Understanding

Wellness
Catalyze the adaption
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Ageing periods
Healthcare
Management

Develop and support health literacy.
Inform and prepare the elderly, the family, and the caregivers to ageing periods.
Eliminate stereotypes and negative ageing perception.

GOALS

Gathering different generations to create meaningful interactions.
Supporting life-long learning with encouraging the elderly to technology use.
Domestic concepts that will support autonomy.
Encourage technology use for personal healthcare and data tracking.
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Ease of use

Autonomy

Provide

Connecting

Physical

Emotional

Require

Touch
Warm

Familiarity
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Communication

Support

Familiarity

To prevent the elderly from social isolation & its negative effects and break negative stereotypes
about ageing & technology interactions; Lovetree designed for communication between the
elderly, caregiver, and health service to give the elderly a better living and healthy ageing.

Communication
Caring
Expressing love
Health tracking

A new way of staying in touch and caring between the elderly and caregivers with a
phygital product family. A domestic concept which combines new technologies with the
authenticity of some gestures and nostalgic objects to encourage the elderly to use
technological products to communicate and track their health data.
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MINIATURE UNIT
I’m thinking of you!
Sending notification

App
Receive notification

Miniatures
Presenting the love

ELDERLY

communication
concept

CAREGIVER

Photos
Presenting the love

Smart-Frame
Show the photos

I’m thinking of you!
Sending feedback

Miniatures represent the caregivers. They
are 3d printed figures combined with NFC
tags. The miniature unit reads the NFC tag &
wakes the notification unit. The unit sends a
notification to the related caregiver’s phone.
SMART-FRAME
Photo frames were one of the common
items at the houses of the elderly. They are
used as a display in the product family. The
Elderly could view the photos that caregivers send from the frame.
NOTIFICATION & AUDIO UNIT
Try to combine nostalgic items such as
radio, calendar, and envelope to encourage
the elderly for using technological products
with providing familiarity. The unit has a
notification light in the form of an envelope.
The user presses the button and views the
photo at the photo frame. The screen placed
in the center refers to the traditional calendar
look. It shows the date and notifications
from healthcare service and caregivers.
STORAGE UNIT
A storage place for miniatures.
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Family
Sign up

Create a profile

Friends

Build a “love tree”

Neighbors
Discover the
products

Go to website

Send photos for
Miniatures

Purchase

Set up
by

Caregivers

Download the
mobile app

by

Elderly

Sign In

Connect caregivers’ profile to the
product for notifications
Synchronize the
product family
with app

Activate the
love tree

ELDERLY
Place the miniature.

Receive the feedback.

Send a notification.

Push the message
button.

Receive the feedback.
View the photo.
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Push the message
button.

Place the miniature.

View the photo.

Send the feedback.

health concept

HEALTH DIARY

DIGITAL ASSISTANCE

Track personal health data and
integrate it with the national personal healthcare system

Specialized digital assistance for
better living and healthy ageing
NUMBER MODULE

VOICE CONCEPT
Track pre-determined words for lists
and emergencies. It is integrated with
digital assistance. It contacts emergency service and caregivers in an emergency.
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It is a phytigal module that facilitates
recording the health data. The interface is supported with icons and color
codes that parallel to the app interface.
The Elderly could share this data with
doctors through integration with the
national healthcare service mobile app.

HEALTH DIARY & NUMBER MODULE
Measure health data.

Use number module.

Push the related icon.
Rotate the number wheels
to write the value.

Confirm written values.
Complete recording.
Open the mobile
application.

Press the health
diary button.

View the general tendency
of the health data.

Set the permission for
health data sharing.
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VOICE CONCEPT
Get activated with pre-determined words like:
“I forget, I should remember, I need,.. etc.”
Create notes and save them to the cloud.
Red code ( Possible emergency):
Pain, storeness, pulsate, slip, fall, etc.
Activate with red code words.
Try to communicate: “Are you okay?,
How are you feeling?, Do you want to call
someone?”
Repeat the questions with higher
volumes if there is no answer.
If there is an ask for help or no answer
for a while, contacts emergency service
and send an emergency signal to the
caregivers.

